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Connected Learning edition
Issue 82, July 2020
A monthly newsletter for UCL E-Learning Champions and anyone else interested in digital
education. Material is organised within five sections: Need to Know, Case Study,
What's on, Tech Focus, and Latest Resources. Please fell free to distribute and ask
colleagues to subscribe via the link at the bottom of the newsletter.

Need to know
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Preparing for Connected Learning in 2020-21
The new cohort for Connected Learning Essentials, our
online staff development programme, starts today - sign
up now!
The programme addresses the essential elements that
supports colleagues to adapt and build materials for a
move into an online environment.
The programme materials are available at any time, but
we encourage colleagues to work through them together
and support each other through the active discussion forum.
See the outline and enrol on the programme
Connected Learning Live events

Connected Learning Live events are 40-90 minute sessions from the Arena Centre that
complement the staff development programme by exploring selected areas in more depth.
Sessions include: managing group dynamics online; interactive teaching tools; online labs;
remote assessment; online research methods and fieldwork; alternative field trips.
See the full schedule and book onto an upcoming Connected Learning Live event.

Moodle snapshot and course resets - summer 2020
A snapshot of Moodle will be taken on 13th July 2020, 9pm-11pm. Moodle will be
unavailable during this 2 hour period.
The snapshot is a 'point-in-time' copy of UCL Moodle
(http://moodle.ucl.ac.uk) taken for reference purposes. All
records present on this date will be included in the
snapshot.
The snapshot will be taken on 13th July 2020, 9pm-11pm. Moodle will be
unavailable during this 2 hour period.
The snapshot will then be made available no later than 15th July 2020.
The ability to reset Moodle courses will be enabled no later than 15th July 2020. This
will allow staff to start preparing Moodle courses for the 20/21 academic year.
The snapshot will remain available only for use for Late Summer Assessment
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activities until 30th November 2020. Courses where teaching and assessment
continue past the snapshot date, e.g. modules that run from January to January
should use Moodle 20/21.
Any assessments that are due to occur after 30th November 2020 should take place
in Moodle 20/21.
For a detailed summary of what is taking place, when it’s happening and details regarding
course resets, please see the Digital Education blog posts:
.Moodle 19/20 Snapshot and Course Resets
Last summer assessments in Moodle - Summer 19/20

Remote but not solo, Moodle and
Group Work
Group work is a fantastic way of
developing students' employability skills
and applying the knowledge they are
developing. There are a number of ways
this can be facilitated by Connected
Learning.
This recent blog post identifies some of
the ways in which this can be achieved via
Moodle.

H5P News
Good news for anyone who is looking
to make their Moodle courses even
more interactive: as of today, several
previously unavailable activities are
now ready for you to try out.
All new modules are available under
"Interactive Content" in the list of
available Moodle activities
Please see the Digital Education blog
post H5P news for more information.
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Improve your mathematics and science quizzes with STACK
The STACK question type is now available in Moodle Quizzes. STACK allows for richer
mathematical assessment. Until now, mathematical questions often needed to be multiple
choice questions, but with the STACK question type, students can enter mathematical
responses directly into Moodle.
Please see the Digital Education blog for further information.

Videos for teaching: which platform should I choose?
As you prepare your Moodle course for next term, in addition to vital asynchronous
activities, you will likely want to add a few videos of yourself or a screen recording of your
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lecture. By now you're probably aware that UCL has a plethora of technologies, and
sometimes it’s a little unclear which to use. To help you decide what will work best for you,
Digital Education with help from the Digital Media team and IT for SLASH team has put
together a comparison table of the three major platforms at UCL: Lecturecast, Mediacentral
and Microsoft Stream.

Copying Content between Courses
Can your Course Cover for You?
Without routine in-person contact with you, your course is your proxy in your students eyes.
So it needs to articulate clearly and conspicuously everything you would normally say to
them face-to-face. Hence, the whole point of the new UCL Connected Learning Baseline
(CLB), is to help you build courses that are better proxies.
Avoid a sense of disconnect
Practically, your course design should aim to reduce clutter and save students time and
clicks. Ideally then, students should not have to flit between sections, to find the individual
items they need to access within a given week. But, if this is necessary, say because
content is organised with a separate section/tab for Lectures, another for Case Studies,
another for weekly Problem Sheets, and so on, then you may decide to re-organise your
course(s) content.
However, it may very well be easier to start with a ‘blank’ course, that may have a new CLB
aligned template applied to it. Then, one may:
Download files from your ‘old’ course and drag n’ drop them into the relevant sections
of your new course.
Re-create Labels, Pages, Books, Forums, etc. copying the text from original versions
and pasting it into the new ones.
Or, you can:
Import select files, Labels, Pages, Forums (without student data), from your ‘old’
course into the new course.
Either way you will probably need to move individual items to exactly where you want them.
And, you may opt to combine these two approaches: recreating some content and importing
some content.
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Case Study

Moving lab teaching online with LabTutor
In this case study, Dr Pam Houston, Deputy Academic Lead MBBS Year One, UCL Medical
School, describes how the LabTutor VLE will enable students to continue measuring and
analysing lab-captured data from their own homes.
Dr Houston explains that the LabTutor system is currently based solely in the Cruciform
Teaching Facilities Unit, however, an updated cloud-based version of the system (Lt) will
replace it in the coming academic year.
The upgrade to Lt means that UCL can continue to support existing lab provision
running dual sessions. For instance, with example data, students working remotely can still
measure and analyse, while the same experiment can also be run live if there are students
on campus able to access the lab. Thus the same experiments can run in both face-to-face
and in remote environments simultaneously.
To read more, visit the UCL Teaching and Learning Portal.

What's on (and what's gone...)
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Dissertation and Thesis support available at Digital Skills drop in sessions
ISD Digital Skills Development hold drop in sessions to support individual learning needs. If
you need help with your digital skills or with accessibility issues, why not drop in? No need
to book, just check when the next session is running and turn up to the Blackboard
Collaborate session. You may have to wait a while to be seen if we are supporting other
people.
To support staff and students during the pandemic, drop ins continue weekly, throughout
July on different days and times each week.
Alongide the other support available, dissertation and thesis support will also be offered this
month. Staff can help with formatting your dissertation, using statistical software and
bibliographic referencing using Word, LaTeX, SPSS, R, NatBib, Endnote, Zotero and
Mendeley.
For full details please visit the ISD Digital Skills Development drop in pages.

Town Halls
There have been a number of Town Halls covering various aspects of teaching and learning
and preparation for the new session. If you missed any of these, recordings and, in some
cases, slides are available on the Town Halls page on the Teaching and Learning portal.
There are also answers to many of the questions raised at these meetings.
The next Town Hall will be on Tuesday 21 July at 11 am and will look at Preparing
students for connected learning. This session will discuss ongoing projects focused on
student preparedness, welcoming students in the first six weeks, and student engagement,
connection and voice. Please visit the Town Halls page for a link to join.
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Coursera access for a limited time only
Coursera is an online platform providing courses on a wide variety
of subjects, created in partnership with universities around the
world.
During the Covid outbreak, Coursera is offering free access to
many courses to universities for a limited period and Digital
Education has set this up for UCL staff and students. To take advantage of this limited time
offer, sign up by 31 July 2020. You must complete your learning by 30 September 2020.
Full details of how to join can be found in the Digital Education blog.It is possible that this
offer might be extended beyond this but no further information is available at this stage.
Any changes will be reflected in our blog post about the offer.
Please note that UCL isn't a formal partner of Coursera and does not currently offer courses
on the platform.

Tech Focus
How to request a Connected Baseline Template course

The UCL Connected Learning Baseline is intended to be a helpful and comprehensive
guide for staff on how best to structure and design online learning resources and activities
in Moodle.
Digital Education have developed a new template course which contains a suggested
structure, resource placeholders and sample text, which can serve as a starting point for
those who are creating a brand new course (or rebuilding an existing one). This is now the
default template used when new courses are created, unless the person requesting the new
course specifies that they require a pre-existing (e.g., departmental) template.
How do I request a new Moodle course?
Click on Staff help on the Top Moodle menu > Request a Moodle course
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How do I edit a new course that has been created with the Connected Learning
Baseline template?
Guidance is available on the Pathway to Connected Learning Baseline alignment Moodle
course.
How do I implement the Connected Baseline within an existing course?
Guidance is available on the Pathway to Connected Learning Baseline alignment Moodle
course.
Can a department adapt the Connected Learning Baseline template course and use a
departmental version instead?
Yes. To do this, request a new template course, modify it to suit your department’s needs
then email digi-ed@ucl.ac.uk and inform them that this is the new Departmental template.
Anyone requesting a new course within your department should then request that the new
department template is applied.
For more information, see the UCL Connected Baseline webpage

Latest Resources

Digital Education Resource Centres
Digital Education Resource Centres for the recommended tools and services have been fully
updated to support staff and students in remote teaching and learning delivery.
Moodle Resource Centre
Lecturecast Universal Capture Personal Resource Centre
Blackboard Collaborate Resource Centre
Mentimeter Resource Centre

Assessment, progression and

Continuing to Learn Remotely

awards 2019-20 webpages

webpages

Digital Education Team newsletter
Subscribe to the Digital Education blog to get the latest updates to your inbox. Just enter
your email address in the box on the left of any blog post and click Subscribe.

Creating accessible content

Teaching continuity support

Guidance on how to improve the

videos
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accessibility of your content,

New 'how to' tutorial videos which

including Moodle, are available on

offer practical tips alongside

the Creating accessible content

straightforward guidance have been

webpages.

collated in a single page on the
Digital Education wiki.

Stay well and keep in touch ♥

Email

Twitter

Website

Blog

Subscribe to this mailing list (or unsubscribe below).
Questions or comments? Email Digital Education at digi-ed@ucl.ac.uk or call the ISD Service Desk 020
7679 5000 (ext. 25000).
Can’t read this email? Read this and previous newsletters on the UCL Wiki.
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